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Motto
With the Lucas's Critique, the failure of the Phillips Curve
and the reincarnation of the presumed dead business cycle, 
macroeconomics has considerably refocused over the last 
twenty years. Lucas's call for stronger theoretical 
foundations as well as advances in stochastic economic
dynamics have led to a new class of models based on the
neoclassical growth theory. Within this theory, economic 
agents are subject to various type of shocks and take optimal 
decisions in a dynamic environment. They are rational in the 
sense that the rational expectations hypothesis holds. 

Theory
•The Nature of Economic Cycles



Finn Kydland and Edward Prescott have led the
way into what is now called Real Business Cycle
Theory (RBC) with several studies featuring 
representative agents subject to technology 
innovations. Too often, it is assumed the RBC 
theory still limits itself to such model economies.
The methodology of calibration and simulation 
of a recursive, dynamic economy is now applied
to many different topics. 



•Business Cycles Theory
–Simple unicausal theories
–Business economy theories
–The savings-investment process theories
–New classical theories

•Monetarism
•Real Business Cycle(RBC)
•Supply side
•Rational Expectations(RE)

•International Business Cycles
•The Inflation Cycle
•Financial Cycles
•Interest Rate Cycles
•Stock Market Cycles
•Political Business Cycles



Practice

• Monitoring and measurement
• Leading Economic Indicators
• The Future of the Business Cycle Theory
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Next lecture

• The nature of economic cycles
• A measuring of business fluctuations
• Five types of business cycles
• Business cycle theory


